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By Jennifer Roberts

It was less than two years
ago that the United States
Supreme Court invalidated
the Professional &
Amateur Sports Protection
Act (PASPA), a law passed
in 1992 that restricted
states and tribes from
legalizing and regulating
sports betting, in the
landmark case of Murphy
v. NCAA.1 What made
PASPA especially
interesting was the power
that the law gave to major
professional and amateur
sports leagues. The law
specifically granted to
leagues “whose
competitive game is
alleged to be the basis of
such violation” the
authority to pursue
injunctive relief against a
state or tribe, which was
the same authority held by
the U.S. Attorney General.2

While PASPA successfully
prevented legal sports betting in
most states for many years,
sports leagues fought several
battles over the years to protect
their brand and data, both in
and outside the sports betting
world. In 1989, to help prevent
the spread of sports wagering
products through state lotteries
(like the Sport Action game
offered in Oregon and proposed
to be offered in Washington
D.C.), Congress attempted to
amend the Lanham Trademark
Act “to protect the service marks
of professional sports
organizations from
misappropriation by state
lotteries.”3 After that legislation
failed, there were efforts in 1990
to ban state-sanctioned sports
betting through amendments to
the Comprehensive Crime
Control Act and the Copyrights
Amendment Act.4 Congress
finally achieved success with the
passing of PASPA in 1992.

Even when there was only one
state with full-scale sports
wagering during the PASPA
years, there were attempts to
prohibit certain sports wagering
activities from taking place in
Nevada. For example, Senators
John McCain and Lindsey
Graham backed legislation in the
early 2000s, with support from
the NCAA, to prohibit all
wagering on college sports and
the Olympics.5 Again, these
legislative efforts failed.

Now, with PASPA being invalid
and states and tribes permitting
sports wagering, professional
and amateur sports leagues have
decided to take a different turn.
Almost immediately, many
leagues entered into major
sponsorship deals with casinos
that offer sports wagering.6
In fact, the partnership between
the NBA and MGM Resorts
International was announced just

over two months after the
Supreme Court’s decision in
Murphy.7 Recognizing the
benefits of an expanded sports
betting industry, some leagues
have not shied away from
pushing for a piece of the
wagering pie. According to an
executive of Major League
Baseball, “’Businesses are going
to make hundreds of millions of
dollars off betting on sport. …
We think it’s fair that we receive
a small portion.”8

Meanwhile, most of the leagues
have continued to lobby both
federal and state legislatures for
protections for sports integrity.
As recently as July 15 of this
year, the SEC (Southeastern
Conference) Commissioner
publicly declared “strong support
for NCAA national office efforts
to seek federal legislation that
will regulate sports gambling.”9
One attempt at federal sports
betting legislation brought with
it the support of the NFL, NCAA,
and USTA10 – the Hatch-Schumer
Bill, also known as the Sports
Wagering Market Integrity Act of
201811 – was met with sharp
criticism by the sports betting
industry and ultimately was
unsuccessful.
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Leagues have also publicly
pushed for a share of sports
betting handle (i.e., amount
wagered regardless of whether
wager won or lost), which were
first labeled as “integrity fees”
and later called “royalty fees.”
So far, that movement has not
met with any success in the 10
states that currently have
operational regulated sports
wagering. Two major challenges
in states mandating a share of
sports wagering handle to go to
sports leagues are: (1) the optics
are not good if private
commercial enterprises might
receive financial benefit before
tax revenues would be distributed
to the state and (2) it could
adversely affect sports betting
businesses, which operate at
much lower margins compared to
other forms of gambling.12 A
stark example of how a handlebased fee could affect sports
betting operations comes from
the 2018 NFL Superbowl. That
year, the Philadelphia Eagles
played the New England Patriots
and a record-breaking $158
million was wagered (handle)
throughout the nearly 200 sports
books in Nevada at the time.13 Of
that amount wagered, the sports
books only kept (after paying out
winning wagers on the Eagles’

victory) $1.17 million, which was
a 0.7% hold.14 If a handle-based
integrity fee of 1% was imposed
on the $158 million in wagers,
the sports books would have lost
money because $1.58 million
would have been paid to the NFL.

mandate means that operators
are required to pay for a
subscription to access the
required data. Arguably more
important than the data itself is
the added component of
adjusting odds based on the
data,16 which raises the inquiry
of whether that would fall
under the information service
provider license requirement
in Nevada.17

of wagering activities, such as
in-play or proposition betting,
that is officially derived from
the sports leagues, although
distributed by a league partner,
such as Sportradar or Genius
Sports. This official data

One of the arguments is that
official data increases “consumer
confidence” and “alleviates the
potential for fraud and disputes
over settlement of wagers.”18
Although I do not dispute that
having an official source direct
from the leagues is beneficial to
operators, I would expect that
consumers really don’t care what
the source of the information is, so
long as it is reliable and resolves
the wager fairly and honestly.
Moreover, the dispute is ultimately
with the sports book operators
(whose money is also at risk), so I
wonder if there was an error using
official data, would there be some
form of indemnity by the supplier?

While the leagues have had little
success in lobbying for integrity
fees, the official data mandate
has appeared in at least two
states who have legalized sports
betting – Tennessee & Illinois.15
The mandate requires that sports
betting operators utilize data
concerning game plays, statistics,
results, and
outcomes that
are used to
determine
the results

Not only may there be antitrust
concerns19 and sports data and
game results are generally not
given copyright protection pursuant
to NBA v. Motorola, Inc.,20 the
official supply of data for wagering
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purposes may trigger licensing
requirements because the data is
used to determine the outcome of
a wagering event.21

There are tremendous benefits
to all stakeholders with legal,
regulated sports wagering –
transparency, patron dispute
process, consumer and funds
protections, and enforcement
tools to combat the expansive
illegal market that grew and
thrived throughout the PASPA
years. Sports betting can be a
successful endeavor through
cooperative and collaborative
partnerships between leagues and
operators without state-mandated
contracts or federal intervention.
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